
Do  Governments  Cause
Recessions On Purpose?
That’s a question I put to readers back in 1988, and which is
now relevant to today’s economy. The Federal Reserve is rapidly
raising rates, and that is good news for savers who want to
invest in bonds with decent interest rates, but the implications
for the greater economy are also noteworthy. Here’s what I wrote
in response to that question then:

Do Governments Cause Recessions On Purpose?

A recession is a prospect in the second half of 1989 because
smart presidents realize that it’s tough to get re-elected if
the public is dealt a recession before a presidential election
year. It’s wise to take the recession medicine in the first
year of a new term. I can’t overemphasize this point. Ike and
Jimmy Carter fouled up and dropped a recession on voters’
plates in the final year of a presidential term. The result:
neither’s  respective  party  was  re-elected.  Over  and  over
again,  recessions  begin  in  the  first  year  of  a  four-year
presidential  term.  I  see  no  reason  why  things  should  be
different this time around.

“Wait  a  minute,”  you  ask.  “Are  you  saying,  Young,  that
governments cause recession on purpose?” Oh, yes! And here is
adequate evidence to support this view.

For openers, the gentlemen who control the money switches at
the Fed can throw the economy on a recession course by slowing
the money supply growth and raising short-term interest rates.
And if you have missed it, that is precisely what has been
going on over the past year.

M2 growth has been cut from 7% to 1%. High powered money
(currency and bank reserves) growth has been cut sharply, and
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for  good  medicine,  interest  rates  have  been  forced  up
literally from the day 1988 got under way. Your most important
benchmark rates, the rates on 90-day CDs and 90-day T-bills,
have  soared  in  1988  even  though  you  were  told  by  an
unfortunately large number of advisors and brokers that just
the reverse would occur in 1988. The 90-day CD rate has gone
through the roof, climbing to 8.5% from 6.6% last February.
You can now get 8% on risk-free 90-day T-bills versus only
5.6% last February. Some rate decline, wasn’t it!

So is Joe Biden attempting to avoid the mistake made by Carter,
to whom he is so often compared? It’s too late to take a
recession in his first year, but it’s better now than later.

Of Biden’s intentions, your guess is as good as mine. What
shouldn’t be in doubt is the ability of the Federal Reserve to
drive the economy into recession. As I wrote, “the Fed can throw
the economy on a recession course by slowing the money supply
growth and raising short-term interest rates.” Take a look at my
chart of M2 going back to 1985 below:
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You can see that not only has M2 growth slowed, but it has also
begun to decline. This is a significant event for the economy.

Now take a look at the Fed Funds Target Rate with recessions
shaded  over  in  grey  (below).  As  you  can  see,  a  recession
occurred shortly after nearly every significant increase in the
Fed Funds rate.

The Fed has both slowed the growth of the money supply and
raised short-term interest rates. Fed Chairman Jerome Powell may
say there’s no recession and that the Advance GDP estimate
should be “taken with a grain of salt,” but only history can sit
in judgment of those statements.

My  Battle-Hardened  Stock
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Market Strategy for the Worst
of Times
UPDATE 7.26.22: Have the worst of times come? It’s hard to say,
but many investors who were feeling great about the market only
six months ago are now terrified. If investors had employed the
Ben Graham-inspired, battle-hardened strategy of conservation of
principal and a defensive portfolio, they may not be so unsure
of themselves today.

Originally posted on August 14, 2019.

In September of 2014, I explained to readers my battle-hardened
strategy  for  dealing  with  the  worst  of  times  in  the  stock
market. My strategy was inspired by Ben Graham, and I have used
it throughout my 55-year career in investing. Here’s how it
goes:

Ben Graham’s The Intelligent Investor was first published in
1949. I came in a little late in the game with my 1973
edition, which I have in front of me as I write. It is
important to me that you and all of our management clients are
able to sleep well, even during the periodic stock market
busts that we all have to ride through from time to time. I
never get out of the market; thus, I require a battle-hardened
strategy to stay the course during even the worst of times.
Ben Graham wrote, “An investment operation is one which, upon
thorough  analysis,  promises  safety  of  principal  and  an
adequate return. Operations not meeting these requirements are
speculative.” From day one, I have stuck to Ben’s foundation
principle to the benefit of all our subs and clients.

Primary Concern: Conserve Principal

Ben built on his foundation principle by writing that truly
professional investment advisors are quite modest in their
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promises  and  pretensions.  As  he  noted,  “The  leading
investment-counsel firms make no claim to being brilliant, but
they do pride themselves on being careful, conservative, and
competent. The primary aim is to conserve the principal value
over the years and to produce a conservatively acceptable rate
of return. Any accomplishment beyond that—and they do strive
to better the goal— they regard in the nature of extra service
rendered. Perhaps the chief value to clients lies in shielding
them from costly mistakes.”

The Defensive Investor

I like to think that it is just this approach that allows our
subscribers and clients to sleep well and remain comfortable
that we are all on the same team. Part of the complete program
is your portfolio balance. Ben Graham wrote, “We have already
outlined  in  briefest  form  the  portfolio  policy  of  the
defensive investor. He should divide his funds between high-
grade bonds and high-grade common stocks. We have suggested as
a fundamental guiding rule that the investor should never have
less than 25% or more than 75% of his funds in common stocks,
with a consequent inverse range of between 75% and 25% in
bonds.”

With market volatility increasing, it’s time you reviewed your
own strategy. You should consider a battle-hardened strategy
that will protect you in the “worst of times.”


